
CLASS-10 (19/5/20) 
*MATHS 
Do it from the attached picture. 
 
*SCIENCE ( Biology) 
1...Name the substance whose build up in muscles during vigorous physical exercise may causes cramps. 
2.... Explain why ,a land plant may die if its root remain waterlogged for a long time. 
3.... What is difference between aerobic and anaerobic respiration explain with example. 
4.... what type of respiration takes place in human muscles during vigorous physical exercise ?give reason for your 
answer. 
 
* S.St. 
History 
Ch-1 The Rise of Nationalism in Europe 
*Questions: 
1. How did nationalism develop through culture in Europe? Explain. 
2. How did a wave of economic nationalism strengthen the wider nationalist sentiments growing in Europe? Explain. 
3. Describe any five steps taken by the French Revolutionaries to create a sense of collective identity among the French 
people. 
 
*HINDI 
* Aapki Pariksha nikat hai. Aapke Mohalle Ke Dharmik sthal per loudspeaker bujta rahata hai jisse taiyari mein Badha 
pahunch rahi hai. Is or dhyan dilate hue  Kisi dainik Samachar Patra ke sampadak ko Patra likhiye. 
* Aapka mitra Vaad- vivaad Pratiyogita mein Pratham aaya hai use shubhkamna dete hue Badhai Patra likhiye. 
 
*ENGLISH 
Answers of Exercise-5 (MATCH IT & CORRECT IT) 
 
1.woke           2.made                   3.packing                   4.bobbed                      5.does/did 
6.asked          7.mentioned/mentions                         8.coming/to come               9.will react 
10.will            11.reacts                 12.climbed                          13.nodded 
 
EXERCISE-6 
*Join the following sentences with the help of conjunctions to make one complete sentence without using and, but or 
so. 
 
1.Bart had to ask for some money for the coffee. He had finished all his money on the taxi. 
2.The sun began to dip over the horizon. The birds started to chirp. 
3.Homer was the shortest person in the basketball team. He scored the maximum number of points in every game. 
4.Lisa continued to play. She felt pain in her right arm. 
5.We have to wade through the flooded lane. Alternately, we have to take a long detour. 
6.Joining the Indian army has a precondition. You have to live in India. 
 
7.Bart has to complete his homework. He has to do this before going out to play. 
8.The Indian economy has become more capitalistic. India opened its economy in 1992. 
9.The payment to the vendor was delayed. The invoices were not approved in time. 
10.He prepared hard all through the year. He barely secured the pass marks in the exam. 


